
MANAGERIAL SKILL

Do you have all the required managerial skills to manage your own company? What do you think about your
management skills? Can you be a real manager.

Post navigation. Similarly, accountants apply specific techniques in doing their job. Decision-Making Skill.
How important is each of these skill sets at the different levels of the management pyramid? Why managers
need these skills? In order to be successful in planning, organizing, leading, and controlling, managers must
use a wide variety of skills. After that is also helps a manager to visualize the result or outcomes this
approaches. A manager requires having an effective Interpersonal and communication skill to keep the
responsibilities given to him. It requires having the ability to visualize the enterprise as a whole, to envision all
the functions involved in a given situation or circumstance, to understand how its parts depend on one another
and anticipate how a change in any of its parts will affect the whole. Usually, artists are born with the gift of
art, but despite their talent, they continue to develop their talent to improve their art skills. A manager cannot
just give decisions and sit in this office; he needs to have technical skill is for performing the task which was
set by the decision. Technical skill is the ability to use the specialized knowledge, procedures, and techniques
of a field of activities. Preparing a financial statement, programming a computer, designing an office building,
and analyzing market research are all examples of technical skills. Decision making skill is the skill that
makes a manager able to recognize opportunities and threat and then select an appropriate course of action to
tackle them is an efficient manner so that the organization can benefit for them. Diagnosing and analyzing the
situation is required to tackle a situation and for this needs information and resources. Furthermore, when we
have technical skills, we will make a better technical decision. That means he can easily see the whole through
analysis and diagnosis of different states. The manager must be able to convey ideas and information to others
and receive information and ideas from others effectively. This is the best solution because he has excellent
technical skills related to the sales department. Conceptual skills are vital for top managers, less critical for
mid-level managers, and not required for first-level managers. If you look close enough, we will find the skill
are inter-related and irreplaceable. More articles related to management: If you want to read more articles
about management, try the following titles:. Diagnostic skill refers to the ability to visualize the best response
to a situation. Collecting Information and gathering resources requires communication with colleagues at work
and peoples outsides the organization. All persons cannot be artists. Communication skill for a manager is a
must. One of the most critical management tasks is to work with people. So, these three types of skills are in
the category of business elements that can increase your business potential energy. Interpersonal and
Communication Skill. A good manager has Diagnostic and Analytical skill in his bags. Human Relations
Skills Human relations skills are the interpersonal skills managers use to accomplish goals through the use of
human resources. A manager is appointed for making a decision. How Managerial Skills are Interrelated
These are the skills an ideal manager must have. A good manager has all these skills, but it is not necessarily
true that all of them are equally important or required for the assigned job or post of a manager. Conceptual
skills include the ability to view the organization as a whole, understand how the various parts are
interdependent, and assess how the organization relates to its external environment. Buffer30 Shares Do you
have all the required managerial skills to manage your own company? Diagnostic and Analytical Skill.


